Year 11

The Super Curriculum
What is it?
The Super Curriculum here at Priestnall offers all students the opportunity to
take part in a range of exciting, enriching, learning activities outside of the
regular school curriculum.
The activities take the subjects you study in the classroom beyond that which
your teacher has taught you or what you have done at home. For example, you
may go into much more depth on a topic that you have learned in the classroom
or learn about a new topic altogether. These activities can take many forms, so
you will have the opportunity to experience learning in lots of different ways.
There is a handy key at the bottom of each Super Curriculum activity sheet.
This shows you exactly what type of learning experience you will be undertaking
when completing an activity.
The activities include:
▪
▪
▪

Listening to podcasts/other audio material
Watching documentaries/movies
Reading new novels/literature

▪
▪

Visiting relevant places
Researching a specific topic and leading your own investigation

▪
▪
▪

Creating something
Writing a specific essay/article
Taking part in a competition. Locally or nationally.

Engaging in super curricular activities will help you develop a love for your
favourite subject or subjects. In this booklet, there are a range of activities,
suggested by your teachers. They are by no means exhaustive lists but should
get you started. I would encourage you to share ideas and opportunities you
come across with your teachers so that, over time, the recommended activities
in this booklet can grow. In the future, employers or universities will be
interested to hear about what super curricular activities you have engaged in;
they will be interested in what you have learnt and will be impressed by your
efforts.
I wish you well as you commence your Super Curriculum experience!
Miss J. Halfacre, JHalfacre@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk
Assistant Headteacher: Quality of Education/Curriculum Leader of History

Super Curriculum: Subject – Art:
Visit the Whitworth Art
Gallery to view the
permanent collection and
the temporary exhibitions
Whitworth Art Gallery
(manchester.ac.uk)

Explore the cardboard
sculptures by artist Chris
Gilmour (Chris Gilmour.com)

Read The Power of Art:
Amazon.co.uk: Schama, Simon:
9781847921185: Books

Make a cardboard sculpture of
an object of your choice

Develop and create a new
final piece for your human
condition project. This can be
a ‘free choice’ – no
boundaries!

Listen to the Grayson Perry Reith
lectures:
- Nice rebellion, welcome in!
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programm
es/b03f9bg7
- I found myself in the art world:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programm
es/b03g9mn1

Visit the Manchester
Museum and produce
drawings of the Entomology
collection.

Visit the Google Cultural Institute
Art Project website. This is an
ongoing project where you will
be able to see every piece of art
work in the world:
https://www.google.com/culturali
nstitute/beta/partner?hl=en

Listen to a range of Podcasts
from the Tate Galleries

Develop an animation or
sculpture for your
natural form project

Develop a photoshoot on
“textures of manmade v
textures of natural”

Set up a photoshoot and
develop a series of portraits
based on the theme of
disguise/hidden

Podcasts | Tate

Enter a MoMa Art Competition.
Children’s Art Competitions in
the UK 2021 | MoMa UK

Watch ‘Abstract: The Art of
Design’ on Netflix

Complete some of the BP
Portrait Gallery’s tutorials
Next Gen - Home (npg.org.uk)

Watch a range of educational
videos to broaden your
understanding of art:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw8
Lmwvax7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kekb
9uE604k&t=154s
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Super Curriculum: Subject – Beliefs and Values:
Diversity in Stockport
Research figures explaining
how diverse Stockport is in
terms of Faith, Ethnicity,
Age, Finance, Gender,
Sexuality, and Disability

Watch Bend it Like Beckham

Disability in Priestnall

Consider how faith traditions and
stereotypes are a challenge to the
lead characters, and how those
characters overcome the challenges
they face.

Explore the school
environment and write a
report explaining different
ways our school caters for the
physical and learning needs of
students with disabilities.

Create a mood board, with
images demonstrating
positive and negative
examples of each of the
Fundamental British Values

Listen to the Podcasts:

Watch Terry Pratchett’s Living
with Alzheimer’s
Documentary:

Watch the documentary
considering the former human
rights icon who has fallen from
grace

The documentary is on YouTube.
Think about the challenges faced
by those living with debilitating
conditions.

Listen to the Employment
Podcasts on the Personal
Development FROG page,
complete the tasks at the end of
the podcasts.

BBC iPlayer - Aung San Suu Kyi:
The Fall of an Icon

UK Youth Parliament

Research Legal Organisations

Go to the UKYP web page and
have read their latest articles
on important issues facing
young adults today. Perhaps
get involved!

Produce a fact file explaining the
different roles of courts, the
police, parliament, and the Crown
Prosecution Service in making
and upholding the law.

Research
Complete online research the
skills you will need to succeed
in higher education and
employment.

Wellbeing
Using the Wellbeing Centre’s
FROG page look up articles
about managing emotions in
preparation for exams.
Perhaps try a few of the
techniques?
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Visit the War Museum
Consider the ethics of war.
The Christian idea of ‘Just
War’
The Islamic Idea of ‘Jihad’

Create a school inclusion
charter.
Outlining ways our school can be
inclusive of all diverse students.
Include learning, clubs, and
behaviours we would need to
see to be truly inclusive.

Research the Assisted Dying
Bill, which was proposed but
did not get voted into law.
‘The UK should assist people to
die with dignity’ Do you agree?
Explain different points of view in
detail with evidence.

Watch Martin Lewis – 10
things your kids should know
Take notes on the 10
important financial lessons he
shares.

Super Curriculum: Subject – Business Studies:
Shoe Dog (A memoir by the
creator of Nike)– Phil Knight

Pitch an idea to raise money for
school / charity to your teacher

TED Talk Programming Your
Mind for Success
https://goo.gl/WSrHGw

Deborah Meaden – Common sense
Rules

The Big Short (2015)

4 Lessons the Pandemic
taught us about work, life
and balance – TED talk:
Patty McCord: 4 lessons
the pandemic taught us
about work, life and
balance | TED Talk

The end of Globalization (and The Everything Store – Jeff Bezos and Michelle Mone – My fight
the beginning of something the age of Amazon
to the Top
new) – TED Talk
Mike O'Sullivan: The end of
globalization (and the
beginning of something new)
| TED Talk
Broken - Netflix
Bottomline podcasts
BBC Radio 4 - The Bottom Line

Museum of Brands and
Branding, London

“Behind Japan’s Corporate – Culture
of Concealment”
https://www.bbc.co.uk/program
mes/w172vth5z6gg8mx
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Build a Tower, build a
team – TED talk
Tom Wujec: Build a tower,
build a team | TED Talk

Inside Bill’s Brain - Netflix

Super Curriculum: Subject – Computer Science:

BBC Radio 4 Computing
Britain Podcasts: Fascinating
short audio clips from the
original 50’s lotto machine
and the first computer
memory. PicLink

The
Stemmettes is a
brilliant website with
zines, podcasts, stats
and on women in
tech. Read 2 Zine
articles. PicLink

Get an Arduino kit, from £39
and program a practical, real
life app ; PicLink
Watch an
episode of BBC Click, the series
of tech related vlogs. PicLink

Watch the film
‘Ex Machina’, a
movie about the
pitfalls of AI.
Age 15 ; PicLink

Read articles on
three members of the Internet
Hall of Fame. PicLink
CyberFirst Summer Schools.
Use the link to the smallpiece
Trust to search for and book a
summer school. Most free !

Watch the film
‘Imitation Game’. The
life story of Alan Turing
PicLink for link to IMDB
for where to watch

How much does an email weigh ?
Research the facts and create a
balanced argument and
conclusion.

Design a game on Microsoft
MakeCode Arcade and publish to
@PriestnallComp 1. PicLink
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Hello World by
Hannah Fry
Amazon paperback - £8.69 ;
brilliant entertaining tour of
information, data,
computing. PicLink
Pester your parents to take
you on a trip to the National
Museum of Computing at
Bletchley Park. PicLink

Create an MS Forms, for a
starter or plenary activity in
your Computer Science class*.
*Parental permission
required

Build your own – Looking to
purchase a new? Well,
instead your challenge is to
build your own! Purchase
components separately to
piece together in creating
your own system.
Connections. 10-part
series by James Burke
that connects historical
events with technology
with humour and
detective work. PicLink

Super Curriculum: Subject – Dance:
Read Michaela DePrince’s
autobiography; Taking Flight:
From War Orphan to Star
Ballerina by Michaela
DePrince. Taking Flight: From
War Orphan to Star Ballerina:
Amazon.co.uk: Deprince,
Michaela: 0884931423967:
Books

Research the Bob Fosse & learn
his ‘6 Signature Movements’ on
link below. Create a 1 minute
routine using them! Learn 6
Signature Fosse Moves to
Celebrate 23 Years of Chicago on
Broadway - YouTube

Watch these clips of 5 iconic
contemporary Dances. Rank
them in order of which you
liked best and why?

Complete one of the Dance
Challenges on this website; Free
Dance Activities and Challenges |
Hub Sleaford (hubsleaford.org.uk)

5 Iconic Modern Dance
Performances & Examples |
DanceUs.org

Visit The Lowry Theatre
and watch a Dance
Performance. Have a look
at what is on here;
Link: Dance | The Lowry

Sign up for the Weekly
Open Contemporary Dance
Class at The Lowry
Theatre; The Lowry / North
West Dance online open
classes - sign up now!
(google.com)
Develop your Leadership and
Dance Teaching Skills by taking
a Lead Role in a weekly KS4
Extra-Curricular Dance Club;
create parts of the
choreography and teach
to the group.

Read this article on famous
experimental choreographer
collaborating with pop artist.
10 times contemporary dance
turned pop music into art |
Sleek Magazine (sleekmag.com)

Research Merce Cunningham
and how he pioneered PostModern Dance. Present your
findings in a pamphlet,
PowerPoint or Word
document.

Watch the following Short
Dance Film; The National Youth

Learn this Hip Hop inspired
choreography by Matt
Steffanina "SHAPE OF YOU" - Ed
Sheeran Dance TUTORIAL |
Matt Steffanina x Phillip Chbeeb
Choreography - YouTube

Listen to Ted Talks; A
choreographer's creative
process in real time’. A
Choreographer's Creative
Process in Real Time | Wayne
McGregor | TED Talks YouTube

Attend ‘Move It’ Dance
Festival (see Mrs Morrison for
trip details): MOVE IT - The
World's Biggest and Best
Annual Dance and Performing
Arts Show
(moveitdance.co.uk)

Watch the following Short
Dance Film Unsteady – A
Dance Short Film - YouTube
Create your own dance film
based on an emotion, use
the editing features in
iMovie or InShot.

Dance Company take over Hull |
HY by Damien Jalet | Dance Film
| Random Acts - YouTube

Create a short dance film, edit
using iMovie or InShot.
Visit the Palace Theatre or
The Opera house and watch a
musical, have a look at what
is on here;

Link: Manchester theatre
shows and tickets |
WhatsOnStage
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Super Curriculum: Subject – Design and Technology:
Graphics
Choose one of the following artists ,
Lex Wilson, Chris Labrooy or Alex
Trochut and research them in detail.
Frog site> subjects>
design&technology>
supercuriculum>Year 11> Artist
research

Students to watch The Great
British Sewing Bee series.

Graphics
Watch the Netflix Documentry:
The Art of Design | Paula
Scher: Graphic Design

Trail the challenge task each
week.

Link:https://youtu.be/LCfBYE9
7rFk

Textiles

Textiles

Design and Technology

Hospitality and Catering

Young Fashion Designer
UK is an exciting national
competition

Watch a range of manufacturing
videos
Link: Design and Technology (D&T)
KS3: Explain This... - BBC Teach

Cook a two-course meal for
you family or friends for a
special occasion.

Graphics

Design and Technology

Complete 2 photoshop tutorials of
your choice from blue lightening
TV
Photoshop Video Tutorials: Blue
Lightning TV

Make a play list of Gcse Pods
AQA Design and Technology
GCSE
GCSE Learning and Revision |
GCSEPod

Hospitality and Catering

Textiles

Design a nutritious dish for an airline
to use on a long-haul flight.

Student to apply to join the
Saturday club.

advance and reheated on the plane.

Join a Saturday Club National Saturday Club
(saturday-club.org)

Young Fashion Designer UK

Food Preparation and
Nutrition
Look up two recipes of your own
choice to use the biological raising
agent and use a chemical raising
agent. Use the BBC good food website
for interesting recipes.

Food Preparation and
Nutrition

Research the role of a dietician
v’s the role of a nutritionist.
The dish must be able to be made in

Hospitality and Catering

Design and Technology

Visit a supermarket and note
down ten different vegan
alternatives they have on sale.
Compare the prices to the nonvegan options.

Food Preparation and
Nutrition

Using your Onshape account
Draw your GCSE product in 3D.

Listen to a Food Podcast

Education Plan | Onshape
Product Development Platform
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Podcast - olivemagazine

Super Curriculum: Subject – Drama:

Watch the full play of The
Curious Incident of the Dog
in the Night Time

Read and learn the various
Theatre Roles
You can test yourself here

Research Drama Games –
Then think of at least 1
game to teach and play with
the rest of the class.
Drama Games - Drama
Resource

Read about Stage
Positioning and watch the
video about Types Of Stages

Live theatre evaluation – read
and prepare yourself to write
about live theatre you have
seen.

Read and prepare for the
Set text Written
Examination in drama

Watch the full version of
Frankenstein

Watch the plot
overview/outline of our Set
Text Blood Brothers

how to do accents - Google
Search Research and try your
best to master the accent.
See if your teacher knows
what accent you are doing.

Plot: Blood Brothers by Willy
Russell Making a Scene YouTube
Read the information based on
Developing A Character

Watch The Context of Blood
Brothers

Carry out online research
to further broaden your
understanding of Devising
original theatre.

Read/watch The 1984 Miners'
Strike: The history behind Billy
Elliot the Musical - The Coal
miners Strike - Billy Elliot In
Context
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Produce a factsheet about
Billy Elliot the musical

Watch Blood Brothers Plot
Overview
Blood Brothers Plot Overview
Lesson - YouTube

Super Curriculum: Subject – English:

Read an article about the
features of Shakespearian
tragedy. e.g.
https://penlighten.com/cha
racteristics-ofshakespearean-tragedy

Read articles from a broadsheet
newspaper each week.
Try to summarise what the article
is about and explain what the
writer’s viewpoint is.

Listen to TED talks on literature.
Create a revision podcast or
video on one topic in English
language or English literature.

How literature can help us
develop empathy
What reading slowly taught me
about writing

Watch different versions of
Romeo and Juliet and other
Shakespearean tragedies on
Digital Theatre.

Read additional literature with
thematic and contextual links
to set texts.

Create revision cue cards and
posters for your literature texts.
Characters
Themes
Key quotes

Write an article on an issue
important to you and send it in to
your local newspaper.

Ask your teacher for guidance

Write a persuasive speech to
make this argument: The best
poem in the ‘Power and
Conflict’ anthology is […]’

Read and study the
Relationship cluster in the
AQA Anthology.

Take a trip to The Globe to
watch a play.

Link:
http://www.shakespearesgl
obe.com/

Plan a starter activity quiz on
something you have learnt in
your literature course. Get
your class to complete the
quiz at the start of a lesson.

Research the writers that you
are studying for Literature.
Make profiles for the writers
and consider their
motivations and intentions.

Watch : media writing

Watch Mr Bruff revision talks
on youtube and make notes.

Read two of Lolo Okolosie’s
articles and summarise her points
in a bullet point list.
https://www.theguardian.com/pro
file/lola-okolosie

AQA GCSE English Language
Paper 2 Question 1 (extended
edition) - YouTube
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Super Curriculum: Subject – Film Studies:

‘The Filmmaker’s Eye: The
Language of The Lens’ by
Gustavo Mercado

Research either French New Wave
cinema or German Expressionist
cinema.
Create either a PPT or a report on
the features and conventions of this
style.

Visit HOME cinema and watch a Find out more about slavery in
Britain, by using the slave owners
non-mainstream film.
database.
Link: HOME Manchester
Link: The Database | Legacies of
Cinema Listings - Book Now
British Slave-ownership (ucl.ac.uk)
(homemcr.org)

1001 Movies You Must See
Before You Die: 2020 ed.

WATCH three ‘Best Picture’
winners/nominees from the 1970s.
Which did you consider the best
film and why?

‘Making Movies’ by Sidney
Lumet

Take a trip to the London BFI –
museum.
http://www.bfi.org.uk/filmstvpeople/4ce2b9515924

Create and film the scene that
you scripted for your coursework
screenplay.

Listen to three episodes of the
Kermode and Mayo podcast on
BBC Radio 5/Iplayer
BBC Radio 5 live - Kermode and
Mayo's Film Review Downloads
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Run a student led debate on the
issue of ‘Is the Oscars still
#Sowhite’? Examine the culture
of race/racism within film.
You must have two sides and
someone in the class to lead
the debate.
Watch an ‘Independent’ movie
of your choice.
It can be from any country or
culture as long as it is clearly
considered
an
‘Indie’/independent film.
Listen to ‘Unspooled’ Podcast
by Paul Scheer and Amy
Nicholson.

Unspooled
(unspooledpodcast.com)
Research the genre that you
have been addressing within
your coursework piece, and
consider how your own concept
has been influenced by your
findings.

Write and film a piece that
could be entered for the
Moving
Image
Awards
competition.
Link: Moving Image Award
Website - ABOUT US
(movingimageawards.co.uk)

Super Curriculum: Subject – French:

Read a Tintin album of your
choice. World famous comics
albums from Belgian cartoonist
Hergé. Follow the adventures
of reporter Tintin in many
countries and even to the
moon. Tintin -ep 01 - Tintin en

Some nice, authentic French
Haikus:

From the Library:
Mary Glasgow magazines

http://www.modernhaiku.org/
ess ays/frenchhaiku.html

Amérique - YouTube.

Create an interactive starter
or Plenary activity to do with
your class about the Topic of
Global dimensions and
Environment.

Go onto Médecins sans
Frontières website and listen to
the presentations about their
work all round the world
http://www.msf.fr/msf

Look out for the French film
festival at HOME cinema
Manchester.

Watch Film: Intouchables (2011)– an
excellent comedy film about a disabled
man and his carer.

Watch the film ‘School life’.
Available for free on Netfilx

Plan a week’s holiday in
France and work out an
itinerary.

Link to trailer The Intouchables Official
Trailer #1 (2012) HD Movie - YouTube

Read a selection of poems
from Paroles by Jacques
Prévert.

Certificate 15 (2019)

More Info: HOME cinema
homepage.

Watch trailer SCHOOL LIFE Trailer - YouTube
Research how, when and why
France became a republic and
summarise your findings.

Extend your knowledge of
Current affairs and global
issues by listening to the
News in Slow French Podcast.
Available on all Podcast
platforms

Visit the “Alliance francaise’s
library in Manchester. Pick a
French film, book, e-book,
audio books.

Article on the benefits of
Learning French. Link:
https://gostudylink.net/en/blo
g/how-learning-french-canbenefit-your-career-and-youreveryday-life
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Watch Film I lost my body.
(2019) Certificate 12 Available
on Netflix

Super Curriculum: Subject – Geography:
When studying geography, it is
important to be aware of the ‘big
questions’ that impact upon our
world today. ‘It is a country’s level
of economic development that will
determine how well it copes with
natural hazards.’ Evaluate the
validity of this statement

Use the Gap Minder
website to research your own
development indicators.

Rainforests by Rhett
Butler

How will a population boom
change Africa?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/program
mes/p031bldk

http://www.gapminder.org

What is a ‘global sense of
place’? Why is this important to
the understanding of ‘place’ as
a concept? Massey, D (1991)
http://banmarchive.org.uk/coll
ections/mt/pdf/91_06_24.pdf

Find an example of a coastline
with headlands and bays.
Search for a map or satellite
photo and add labels to
describe the main features.
Find out about the different
geology.

Our Planet: Stunning
Attenborough series investigating
the different biomes Available on
Netflix PG

If you visit any interesting places
over the holidays take
geographical photographs of the
area. Consider; what is the
physical geography of the area?
How is the physical environment
influenced by human activity?
What geographical investigation
could be carried out in this area?

The Open University offers a range of
free, online courses to support subject
knowledge development. Why
sustainability matters.
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/nat
ure-environment/environmentalstudies/why-sustainable-energymatters/content-section-0?activetab=description-tab

Interactive map of coastal map of the
UK coastline. Find out how coastal
erosion is being managed in your area.

Use the Guardian website to
research the latest issues
around the rising global
population:
https://www.theguardian.co
m/world/population

Visit the source of the River
Mersey and produce a field
sketch of the river and the
surrounding area as part of the
skills section of paper 3.

The Open University offers a range of free,
online courses to support subject
knowledge development. Introducing the
environment: Ecology and ecosystems

DON'T PANIC — Hans Rosling
showing the facts about
population
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=FACK2knC08E&t=1583s

https://environment.maps.arcgis.com
/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=9
cef4a084bbb4954b970cd35b099d94c

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/natureenvironment/the-environment/environmentalstudies/introducing-the-environment-ecologyand-ecosystems/content-section-0?activetab=description-tab
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What happens to a place when
its steel industry collapses?
https://www.theguardian.com/bu
siness/audio/2019/may/29/podca
st-british-steel-what-happens-toa-place-when-its-steel-industrycollapses

Super Curriculum: Subject – History:

The Secrets and Lies of Cold
War Spies: BBC History
Extra article.

‘The Clever Teens Guide to the
Cold War’ by Felix Rhodes

‘The Rise and Fall of the Soviet
Union’ by Peter Kenez

Link: The Secrets And Lies
Of Cold War Spies HistoryExtra
Create a ‘Cold War’ board
game in a ‘snakes and
ladders’ style, showing the
ups and downs in US, Soviet
relations.

Listen to three accounts of the
Fall of the Berlin Wall from the
‘Witness History’ series

CNN 12-part series on the Cold
War. All available for free on
YouTube

Watch the film ‘Goodbye
Lenin’. Available to rent on
Amazon Prime

Link: YouTube

Link: Watch Good Bye Lenin! |
Prime Video (amazon.co.uk)

Article on BBC History Extra:
Did the Cold War ever really
end?
Link: Did The Cold War Ever
Really End? - HistoryExtra

Visit Bramhall Hall to find out
more about life in a Tudor
manor house in Elizabethan
times
Link: About Bramall Hall Stockport Council

Link: BBC World Service Witness History, The fall of the
WallHistoryExtra

Enter the Historical Association
Young Historian Awards.
More Info: Young Historian
Awards 2021 – Secondary prizes /
News / Historical Association
(history.org.uk)
Article on BBC History Extra
the Spanish Armada: One of
History’s Biggest Fibs?
Link: The Spanish Armada: One
Of History’s Biggest Fibs? HistoryExtra
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Visit the Hack Green
Nuclear Bunker in Nantwich
More Info: Hack Green
Secret Nuclear Bunker - Visit
Cheshire

Plan a starter activity quiz on
something you have learnt in
your Cold War or Elizabethan
England course. Get your
class to complete the quiz at
the start of a lesson.

Extend your knowledge of
Elizabethan England, by
researching a key figure you
have learnt about in more
detail. You could research:
Francis Drake; Mary Queen of
Scots; Robert Dudley etc.
Elizabeth I’s Secret Agent’s on
BBC iPlayer
Link: BBC Two - Elizabeth I's
Secret Agents

Super Curriculum: Subject – Maths:
Read:
Fermat’s Last Theorem,
by Simon Singh
The story of how Andrew Wiles
solved a very old problem!
You can extend this by researching
Pierre de Fermat and all his other
discoveries. Create a poster about
his important works.
Investigate:
Imaginary Numbers
exist… but aren’t real.
Confused? Don’t be. Explore a whole
world of numbers you didn’t even
know exists. Investigate the unreal
world of imaginary numbers.

Take Part:
MathsBombe Competition
Every two weeks a new pair of
puzzles will be released. Each puzzle
set contains two mathematical
puzzles for you and your team to
solve. You'll need to keep your wits
about you and `think-outside-thebox'.
Take Part:
The Turing Challenge
To celebrate Alan Turing featuring on
the new £50 banknote, the UK
surveillance agency GCHQ have
created their hardest puzzle ever in
his honour.

Attend:
Manchester Girl Geeks
Group which organises events, talks
and hands-on workshops for women
and girls with an interest in Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM). [all genders
welcome]
manchestergirlgeeks.com/
Calculate:
Cycling and Maths
Take a brief look at some of the
Maths that underpins cycling
performance - how gear ratios,
gradient, air resistance and power
output effect speed.

vle.priestnall.stockport.sch.uk/super
maths
Create:
Anamorphosis
The art of making the 2D look 3D to
create mind-bending optical illusions.
Can you create your own? Google
“anamorphosis sidewalk art” or
watch this video to get started.

gchq.gov.uk/information/turingchallenge
Investigate:
Koch snowflake
The Koch snowflake is a fractal
curve and one of the earliest fractals
to have been described. It is built up
of smaller and smaller triangles. But
what happens to the area and
perimeter each time you add more
triangles? Find out.

vle.priestnall.stockport.sch.uk/super
maths
Watch:
The Big Short (15)
A true story about a small group of
investors who predicted the 2007
global banking crisis and used it to
get rich. After watching, research
the 2021 GameStop Short Squeeze
where reddit investors used a similar
technique to beat the “big banks”.

vle.priestnall.stockport.sch.uk/super
maths
Research:
Who discovered calculus and
what is it?
Uncover a major maths controversy.
Create a poster profiling the main
contributors, what they claimed to
have discovered and why it matters.
Research:
Advanced Mathematics Support
Programme
Follow the link and click “students” to
see resources, activities and
information about Maths after GCSE.

Write an explanation on how Short
stocks work.
Create:
Revision Video
Plan and film a revision video
suitable for Key Stage 3 students on
a topic of your choice.

ed.ted.com/lessons/themathematics-of-sidewalk-illusionsfumiko-futamura
Read:
Euler’s Pioneering Equation: The
most beautiful theorem in
mathematics
Robin Wilson explores this simple,
elegant and profound formula
𝑒 𝑖𝜋 + 1 = 0
Investigate:
The Monty Hall Problem
How do you win a car instead of a
goat? Investigate this well-known
problem and create a
poster/essay/presentation which
explains the maths behind it.

amsp.org.uk/
youtube.com/watch?v=4Lb-6rxZxx0
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Calculate:
How fast is the car?
Using just a video of a car
on a racetrack. Can you estimate how
fast the car is travelling?
vle.priestnall.stockport.sch.uk/super
maths

Super Curriculum: Subject – Music:

Watch a music
documentary by Alex Ross
or Howard Goodall.

Enter Stockport Music service
annual song writing competition

Create a timeline of
different Classical
music styles

Watch some live classical music

Listen to a concerto by Mozart
(other than the clarinet in A
major).
List any similarities and
differences you can hear.

Make a playlist of the 10 most
important works for your first
instrument and listen to as
many versions as possible. Can
you learn any of them?

Enter yourself for Grade 5 or 6
theory

Watch the video from the
World Science Festival with
Bobby McFerrin, ‘The power of
the pentatonic scale.’

Compose a short minimalist
piece in the style of John
Adams or Steve Reich

Learn to play Diamonds on the
soles of her shoes and You can
call me Al from The Graceland
album

Audition for a County or
Music School group or choir

Create a set of Top Trumps cards
for Classical music composers. Rate
them on: D.O.B, compositional
output, importance, developments
they made to the orchestra

Listen to the Hamilton
soundtrack. How has hip hop
influenced the score? How is
different from Broadway in
the 1950s and 60s?

Give a friend music lessons on
the instrument you play
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Arrange parts for a school
group to improve your
knowledge of orchestration

Super Curriculum: Subject – PE:

Read ‘Now is the Time for
Running’ by Michael
Williams.

Choose an autobiography from
the sport section in the library to
read e.g. Any Murray, Wayne
Rooney, Bradley Wiggins etc.

‘Create’ a 3-4-week exercise
plan for yourself, and then
complete it.

Listen to a podcast episode or
series, for example: ESPN 30 FOR 30
That Peter Crouch Podcast
Tailenders

Watch the ‘Icarus’
documentary on Netflix.

Read the Sport File book on
Tanni Grey-Thompson, the UK’s
most successful wheelchair
athlete.

Visit a sports museum of your
choice, use this link to see
some options available: www.sportsmuseums.co.uk

Read ‘Booked’ nominated for
the Carnegie Medal and highly
commended Clippa Award: -

Visit a local sporting fixture
e.g. Football (Stockport
County); B. Ball (Giants);
Netball (Manchester
Thunder); Hockey (Didsbury
Northern); Rugby (Sale
Sharks) etc.

Watch an ‘inspirational’ sports film
of your choice e.g. Chariots of Fire;
Blind Side; Bend it Like Beckham;
Moneyball etc.

Organise a debate with some
of your peers about the
current situation in football
regarding VAR and also the
proposal of the Super League.

Using the book ‘Women in Sport’ by
Rachel Ignotofsky – choose 3
inspiring and successful sports
women to research and discover.

Research why a ‘healthy diet’ is
important for sports
performers and how and why it
can benefit performance?

Read ‘Within the Line’s by Ruth
Fox. An inspirational book
explaining how football helped
Ruth battle back against her
mental health.
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Watch the TED TALKS on
‘The brain–changing benefits
of exercise’: https://www.ted.com/talks/
wendy_suzuki_the_brain_ch
anging_benefits_of_exercise
#t-63581

Super Curriculum: Subject – Sociology:

Read ‘Animal Farm’ by
George Orwell

Create a set of key thinkers
puppets with a brief
explanation of each study.

Watch an episode of 24 hours
in custody.

Research ‘broken window theory’
and the perspective that it comes
from.

Ted talk on social class and
inequality.
Link:
https://www.ted.com/talks/wan
da_wyporska_social_mobility_a
nd_inequality_a_dance_with_th
e_devil

People’s History museum to
find out about inequality
Link: https://phm.org.uk/

Visit a magistrates court
with an adult and observe a
court case.

Watch ‘The pursuit of
happyness’

Plan a starter activity quiz on
something you have learnt in
Crime and Deviance. Get your
class to complete the quiz at
the start of a lesson.

Research crime levels from
official crime statistics and write
a brief report explain trends.

Find an example of a report
on crime in a newspaperannotate what either a
Marxist, Functionalist,
Feminist or interactionist
response to the crime.

Link:
https://www.channel4.com/pr
ogrammes/24-hours-in-policecustody/episode-guide/
Research a range of
systems of hierarchy in
society including open and
closed systems. Create a
summary of what you
found out.

Watch ‘Hidden Figures’research any other cases of
people with lower social
status being excluded from
the ‘history books.

Link:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplep
opulationandcommunity/crimean
djustice
Visit the slavery museum in
Liverpool to find out more
about slavery and inequality
Link:
https://www.liverpoolmuseum
s.org.uk/international-slaverymuseum
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Watch ‘Made in Dagenham’

Super Curriculum: Subject – Science:
Read Bad Science: Quacks,
Hacks, and Big Pharma Flacks
and write a short report on
how you can recognise bad
science when you see it! Bad
Science: Quacks, Hacks, and
Big Pharma Flacks:
Amazon.co.uk: Goldacre, Ben:
9780865479180: Books
Watch
Nile Red
videoHacks,
series
Bad
Science:
Quacks,
for unusual
chemistry
and
Big Pharma
Flacks:
experiments showing
theBen:
Amazon.co.uk:
Goldacre,
natural beauty ofBooks
chemistry
9780865479180:
in fun and interesting ways.
NileRed - YouTube
Visit Jodrell Bank to see the
Lovell radio telescope and
other exhibitions.
Jodrell Bank Centre for
Astrophysics | The University
of Manchester
Watch Bob Lazar: Area 51 &
Flying Saucers
documentary on Netflix.
Bob Lazar: Area 51 & Flying
Saucers | Netflix

Make a fog catcher: how to
harvest water from fog:
How to Harvest Water from
Fog | STEM Activity
(sciencebuddies.org)

Listen to podcasts on a range
of chemistry topics.
Chemistry podcasts & science
storytelling | Chemistry World
Or the Infinite Monkey Cage
on BBC Radio 4.

AI: More than Human |
National Museums Liverpool
(liverpoolmuseums.org.uk)

Past and future decline and
extinction of species | Royal
Society
Visit MOSI (museum of
science and industry) and
see their aeronautics,
transport, electricity and
telecommunications
collections. Home | Science
and Industry Museum

Go to the British Science
week link below and
scroll to page 12. Follow
BBC iPlayer - Chemistry: A
the instructions to make
Volatile History - 1. Discovering
hot ice.
the Elements
BSQ_BSW_PACKS_1120
_secondary_v14.pdf
(britishscienceweek.org)
Doctalk Virtual Work Experience: 5- Explore the Royal Society
day virtual work experience where interactive virtual exhibition
about creature behaviour and
you will shadow NHS doctors
ecosystems ‘Where the wild
across a variety of medical and
things are’
surgical specialties. (£22)
Watch ‘Chemistry – A volatile
History’.

NHS Virtual Work Experience
(thedoctalk.co.uk)
Visit the World Museum in
Liverpool and see their
Artificial Intelligence
exhibition.

Read the Royal Society
article on biodiversity and
extinction.

Read ‘How to Teach Quantum
Physics to Your Dog’ and write a
short report on how quantum
physics surprises you. How to
Teach Quantum Physics to Your
Dog: Amazon.co.uk: Orzel, Chad:
9781851687794: Books
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Royal Society - SUMMER
SCIENCE EXHIBITION EXTRA
Write an article about what
you think is the most
important scientific
discovery.

